...ENJOY
THE SEA
IN YOUR

LUXURY
ISLAND PRIVÉ
MADE IN ITALY

Inspiring a lifetime of unique
experiences to enjoy the sea in total
privacy, complete freedom
and utmost comfort.

LUXURY
ISLAND PRIVÉ
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Yacht Extension is a company which represents the Italian
excellence all over the world that developed a revolutionary product,
that are inflatable luxury islands which is completely changing the
way we experience and enjoy sea life.
Our products are hand made and custom built with exclusive
design with the most modern and innovative high-quality
materials.
Luxury Island Privè is the best choice to extend the spaces and
offers an exclusive oasis to enjoy the sea in total privacy, utmost
comfort and full freedom, to be positioned with a simple anchor just
a few meters from the shore. Perfect for sunbathing, the customers
can also enjoy a built-in pool provided with a net preventing them
from being stung by jellyfishes. Luxury Island Privè is equipped with
an array of luxury floating bars accessories to allow the VIP guest to
enjoy unique, outstanding exciting breakfast, light lunch, aperitive
and party on the water. It is the best solution for exclusive Hotel
Resort, Beach Clubs, SPAs, Pools and private Villas.

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
It consists of three inflatable platforms which, in
the pool-equipped version, cover an overall
surface of 14 square meters.
This item has a very polished and elegant layout.
Dimension: m 4,15 x 3,40 - weight kg 90.
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MATERIALS
Drop-Stitch

1° layer 0.9 mm
PVC 1000D

Base Cloth

Patented
Compliant with regulations
currently in force
Registered trademark
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The platforms are built with the most modern and
innovative high-quality materials, made with a
drop-stitch base to ensure the maximum stiffness,
stability and resilience.
Furthermore, they differentiate from the other
products for weight, ease of transport and
reduced size when stored.
The cushion is made of soft, comfortable and
sturdy PVC Tarpaulin fabric. The edges are
equipped with grips and rings to easily handle the
item while being at sea.

1° layer PVC
rail band
2° layer PVC
rail band
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QUILTED
COVER
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The high quality upholstery material TROPICAL is
really an innovation among those products usually
designed for outdoor water activities. With the
“Fresh Colors” technology applied, it reduces the
heat build-up of the surface when exposed to
direct sunlight (especially for dark colors).
The nano coating on the surface makes the
material extremely weather, UV and dirt resistant.
TROPICAL has a fine textile appearance and a
pleasant touch when used even in modern or
elegant spaces.
As an alternative to the TROPICAL we propose the
new SUNNY the high quality and performance
acrylic elastic terry made.

INFRARED RADIATION
Absorption

Standard Black

Remission
"Fresh colors"
Fresh black colors

CANOPY
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The material used for the awning is a solution
dyed acrylic fiber fabric produced from a
weaving, revisited and carefully tested for the
use of waterproof covers and is suitable for
marine environment.
Of excellent breathability, therefore resinated
100% waterproof.
Designed and created to provide the linear,
elegant product, with maximum comfort.
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BARS
The floating bars are specially designed for outstanding cocktail
parties, breakfast, light lunch, aperitive directly in the pool, sea
or SPA. Thanks to its shape, you can put finger food and snacks
on its large surface.
The perforated plexiglass plate of the floating bar holds glasses
and buckets with bottles in complete safety without any risk of
knocking them over.
These products maintains its quality over time and, thanks to its
cover in certified eco-leather and its handles in nautical rope,
the floating bars are a functional accessory both inside and
outside water.
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Alex Barone
Mb +39 3207468374
Mail: alexbarone@yacht-extension.com

Head Office Italy: Via Sant’Andrea delle Fratte, 24
00187 Roma
Ph: +39 0766 502898 - 06 6781489
Mail: info@yacht-extension.com
Site: www.yacht-extension.com

IBIZA

DUBAI

MIAMI

